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SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS AT BRISTOL

Following is the text of a speech to be made hy Sir

Stafford Cripps, Minister of Aircraft Production, at the

Olympia Cinena, Bristol at 3 p.m. today (Sunday)

Since I last spoke to you I have, taken up a new task which is mainly an administrative

and technical one.

I am now engaged in a very interesting and absorbing task which brings me into

contact with great numbers of the workers of all grades all over the country.

My week-ends are spient in different areas visiting factories and I often find

myself in towns and districts which I last visited on my political week-ends of

propaganda speeches during the "period before the war*

But to-day talking to my constituents I become a Member of Parliament, your

representative, and so I propose to speak to you on broad political matters and not

on matters concerning ray particular, department.

There is one thing that I want to emphasize to you most forcibly at the very

outset. The war is not over - nor can wo even see how long it will be before victory
canes.

I don’t want to dcipress or discourage you, wc have very good reasons for a great

deal of cheerfulness compared to the outlook at ary earlier period of this war. But

we must keep our balance and -face what are the facts and the realities of the situation.

The Axis powers have received a number of heavy blows and are going on receiving

them, but those blows have not yet sapped their strength, have not yet broken down

their morale or deprived them of a very largo measure of their industrial resources.

We still face with our allies an exceedingly strong enemy and unless we realise and

act upon the basis of that fact wc shall jeopardise seriously our whole future.

I have said that we had solid reasons for cheerfulness and there is no reason

why we should not count up that credit balance so long as we always keep in mind that

it is a temporary credit balance v/hich by our own a.ctions in the future in waging the

war wo can increase or decrease. The condition in other words is still exceedingly

fluid and no decisive action has taken xala.ee which we can say is the 'beginning of the

end of our enemies, though we can and certainly do say that our position is infinitely

bettor than it was two years, one year, or even six months ago.

Excluding for the moment '’the war against Japan - to v/hich I will refer presently -

the fight against the Axis is "proceeding today upon six different fronts and we will

examine each of them for a few moments.

First, in order of its magnitude, its casualties and the suffering it entails,
is the Russian Front; Second is the Ocean Front extending from the icebound regions
of the far North, far below the tropics in the South; Third is the Continental Air

Front where daily and nightly our Air Force and the American Air Force attack German

and Italian military objectives; Fourthly is the African Front; Fifthly cur hone

front for the x>rotection of this country, and finally the United Nations’ factory
front.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to btlatr upon the achievements of our Soviet

allies. Ever since that never-to-be-forgotten defence of Stalingrad, typical of the

undying resistance of the Soviet people, the Russians have forged forwards driving the

Germans back and back from those Soviet territories which they ha.d conquered,
terrorised and devastated*

That winter- offensive has come to an end with the Spring thaw and now the two
(

armies are regreuping themselves for fresh ba.ttles as the ground hardens with the

• summer warmth.

I do not believe that Hitler can strike as hard this summer as he did last year,

but nevertheless he still has a vast force available on his eastern front, heavily

armed and equipped and with a great air power.

We shall still have times of anxiety and of deep desire to do all we. can to

help our Russian allies in the coming months.
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I still have the sane faith in their ultimate power of victory that I have

always had, hut I still believe that they and we nay have to go through long and

deep suffering before that victory is accomplished*

The second front is the ocean front. I wish I could convey to you that

picture as I have been privileged to know and see it with all its tragedies and

glories. In that struggle the people of Bristol have a peculiar share as one of

the great shipping centres of the west, for that battle has not only been fought

by the Navies of the Allied Nations but by their merchant seamen too. Those gallant

seamen who in all weather and in every condition have crossed thewide oceans to

supply us and our allies with raw materials, food and munitions deserve our deepest

gratitude, They have kept us alive, they have kept our great arsenal working and

they have enabled vast quantities of supplies to be senifc to our African front, to

Malta and to our Soviet Allies,

The. British Navy has been stretched almost beyond endurance with the mounting

U-boat fleet, against which it must protect our merchant fleet.

That U-boat warfare is still in a difficult stage and we cannot yet say that we

have mastered the U-boat danger, the greatest danger to our war effort. But what

we can say is that in the last six months the tonnage available to 'the United Nations

has shown a very considerable expansion and that the sinkings of U-boats and their

damage in attack has shown a healthy tendency to increase.

Some tines we have ..a bad run of luck, some times a good one but with all these

variations we do rely day in and day out upon the skill and courage of our seamen

and their officers, Naval and merchant alike, and upon the intrepid flying of our

Coastal Command pilots. Here and more the Coastal Command of the Royal Air Force

is playing its part in both the defensive and offensive operations against the

U-boat and the close harmony between that Command and the Navy is making the work

of both more and more effective-,

Then third we come to the Air front over the continent of Europe,

Here is one of our great offensive operations which is doing much to aid our

Russian allies, at great cost in men and machines but also inflicting enormous

damage upon our enemies.

Both Italy and Germany as well as many factories and ports in the occupied
areas of Europe have felt the enormous weight of our bombs. Almost nightly we -are

dropping on Germany quantities that mice anything the Germans ever dropped on this

country look almost insignificant. And those bombs are being poured down upon the
centres of Industry and traffic so as to diminish the industrial effort which the
Germans can put behind their fighting on the eastern front.

By day and by night we and our American Allies - a most gallant band of airmen -

carry ceaselessly on, both in bombers and in fighters showing our mastery of the

skies, Goering's boasts made early in the war must sound bitter now to his followers.

Next we turn to the African front. Two fronts now merged into one as Rommel
and his Germans retreat into North Eastern Tunisia leaving their Italian Allies to

be captured as they go.

There has seldom, if ever, been a greater feat of arms than that of our 8th

Army, Not only the gallamtry of its fighting and the superb character of its

leadership but also the amazing organisation that has been behind it all, Sometimes

we like to decry our War Office or General Staff but just think what it fcns meant
in organisation to keep that 8th Army fighting victoriously month after month, every
scrap of material having to be sent round the Cape and then when landed op to

1,000 miles or more by desert road to the front lines* And yet the progress has
never halted,
'

«

all' ttoe rcspmliblef J°b °f for wh.“h we Praisp and thank

There is much hard fighting still to be gone through before the
pushea ck into the Mediterranean off the tip of Tunis, but more and more the Allied.
Air forces are able to use their great superiority in that strugpie. The same high

to Enfidaville* v

’ /Then we
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Then we turn to the home front where the picture is a very different one to the

days of the Blits. But we must not think that these days are necessarily over for

ever. The danger is not past though it is greatly diminished* We now hold the

superiority in the air, thanks not a little to our scientists and technicians.

But it is only Because of the excellence of our protection that for the present

we enjoy a comparative immunity from attack,, Our metropolitan fighter force is

engaged somewhere every day and almost every night, our anti-aircraft guns are

manned day and night - now to a considerable extent by our womenfolk - and the Home

Guard better aimed, trained and disciplined form an essential background of strength
upon which we rely for our safety from attack. We cannot let up upon any of these

defences, the less they have to meet the enemy, the more they prove the worth of

their strength and their training. We should soon feel it if we were to relax in

any of these matters or if cur civil defence workers and firemen and women were, not

to be always on the alert.

And lastly I come to the factory front. Here our managements, technicians,
administration staffs and workers have done a splendid job. Not yet have we reached

the peak of our production though we are nearing it, still month by month the output
of the most important weapons increases. The number of women who have come into

industry is on the increase all the time and the high degree of skill that they are

showing is a convincing proof of their equality with their menfolk.

I said earlier that I would say something, separately about the Far Eastern war.

Here too -we have very wide fronts but the major brunt is being borne by our Chinese

Allies on the'mainland and by our American Allies and our Australian comrades in the

South Western pacific. We have not yet been able to organise that strong thrust

which will drive the Japanese from Burma and so open up once again communications

between China and the rest of the worick But we do realise most fully how urgent
this situation is and how essential it is that we should do all that we can to bring

help to China who has brought so much help to us by her long and stubborn resistance.

In these theatres wo do suffer from the difficulty of inaccessability and we

only have a limited control of the sea 'routes. More and more our. air strength is

growing and wherever it grows it shows itself superior to the Japanese,

All this as I say' is a much- more cheerful picture and if we maintain the tempo
and constancy of our effort and are not tempted to slack off, then we can hope - and

justly hope - that the picture will gradually - but only gradually - grow more and

more cheerful.

It is this more optimistic outlook which lias led many of us to start looking
into the future beyond the war. That is all to the good provided that it does not

diminish our energies in the war effort# Indeed if the picture that we see when we

strain our eyes forward through the mists of war is a cheerful and hopeful picture
it should lead us to a greater effort still to be finished with the mr in a final

victory so that we may reach those great opportunities for progress that lie ahead.

But what is the picture 0 Let us in this be realists because it is only by

facing facts that we shall achieve our desires or our hopes.

We are a democratic country. Owing to the war and our party system coupled with

the vital need for unity in the war effort, we have had to modify the normal working
of our democracy in such a way that it prevents any change of political power as'

between the parties during the war,

Before the war we had - that- is, the people elected - not at my suggestion or

request - a conservative House of Commons, that is a House of Commons with a large
Conservative majority. With that House of Commons we entered the war and for the

reasons I have given we still have it and are likely to have it till the end of the

war.

That is a fact, and one that cannot be altered, nor can you or I expect the

Conservatives to change their outlook completely and to become Socialists, because

of the war. There is no doubt that many of them have changed their views quite a

lot, there- is a far greater flexibility of mind, people are less concerned to-day, I

believe, with theories and more concerned with actions.

/My own attitude
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Ivly o\m attitude you know because I have explained it more than once, My views

cire still these for which you elected me, I belong to no party,lt wss on. that basis

I joined this Government, and while I "remain, in the Government I shall join no party old

or new, I shall ask you to continue to give me your support for the views I held

because I believe they ..are the views of a majority of those in Bristol-East,

..There is one matter as to which you may expect me to say a word and that is the

recent action that has been taken as regards seme of my friends and supporters,.who
were members of the.Labour party but are no longer so new.

I know the .splendid, -work they have done for the workers and for the Labour Party,
which was created by the workers to give'political expression to their views*

A difficulty has arisen out of the extraordinary conditions of war time politics -

it is not my concern as. I am not a member of the Labour Party or any other party for

the reason that I have given* I don-t wish therefore to appear even to interfere in

matters which are not my concern, I only hope that the difficulties that have occurred

may be solved without the workers losing such good comrades and leaders as those.to

whom I have referred, .

I have personally always valued their help and their friendship and I value it as

much today as ever t did* .

In the vast -problems of the future these minor and temporary problems will take

their true perspective. I hope, and will not be allowed to 'weaken or destroy the

progressive movement in Bristol*

Let me now return to my theme* There is I. have said more flexibility of thought

amongst all politicians but the party system still remains and is the background of the

political arrangement by which the National Government was formed*

Now here, is the problem we all have to face*,

How are we. to pass from this National Government, this war-time coalition of

parties to a Progressive active government which will be prepared to carry through a

programme, after the war, that will not give us .all we want hut that will give us a

a'fficiency to make certain that we are on the right road to progress‘and that will

enable us to solve the problems with which we shall be faced..

Social security schemes « even the Beveridge report in full - will not suffice

because that is in its essence nothing more than a finely conceived and efficient

method of dealing with the industrial and social casualties, and some glaring
deficiencies in cur social g

\Je want to prevent Those casualties and remedy those deficiencies, and that means

providing useful employment for all who seek it at an adequate wage.

That is what we want, we are not so concerned with how wc ..get it provided we get it,

It*s the end,- the objective which is vital - more so than th<3 means - but we do not

want to be fobbed off after this war as we imdoubtedly were after the last war.

Yle want as electors bo keep the power to do the things we believe to be right in

our own hands- - that is what democracy means « end we ■dan l l want or intend to hand

that power over to anyone else other than a Government we elect for the purpose.

But if that is so we must work exit a method by Which, starting freon the actual

facts of the present situation politically and -their. probable maintenance until’ the

victory is certain, we.' can make sure of choosing'a Government which will after victory

implement the sort of programme that will be practicable without a revolutionary

violence, •

There have been signs recently that the different, political leaders’ conclusions

of the movement in public opinion are responding with views arid plans as to the post

war work* To take two examples the prime Minister's broadcast and Mr. Morrison's.,
....

speech. These do not show a unanimity of outlook on post-war problems, nor should we

expect them to do so, but they do shew a movement along lines not too far apart as

regards seme of the large paroblemso

/Then again
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Then again Mr. Bevin has shewn a very practical outlook on a number of postwar

problems and has demonstrated by the work .f his am Department hew many of the

war measures - forced upon us by sheer necessity - may xorove to be great benefit in

our post-'war world, and which no sensible and patriotic citizen would seek to put
aside.

Certainly no observer could say that these signs point at all decisively in any-

one direction, but I think that wo may fairly say this of them, that they demonstrate

such a flux' of opinion that we should none of us make up our minds in a hard and fast

way that this or that solution is impossible.

We should wait, standing by our principles and advocating our own views, so

that we may always be prepared to act politically in whatever way we decide to be

in the best interests of the peoples of this country and of the united Nations,

We certainly should not attempt to over simplify what is going to be a most

difficult and complex political situation when victory lias become certain and we have

the time cnee again to turn our minds and energies to those -political discussions

which will have to precede action.

When the time comes I shall do what I have throughout sought to do and is

to take the action which I believe best serves the interests of my constituents and

ny country*

Let me urge you to remember that it is you and not they who will be responsible

and it is you who must act when the times come to the best of your .ability and with

a full realisation of how much of the future of our country may hang upon that action*

We must go forward after the war at ill cost and we must not slip back or’allow

ourselves to be pushed back, Britain must be as great as bold and as courageous

in peace as she has shown herself in war# The world has witnessed with the deepest
admiration how the common people of England have refused to be beaten even in the

darkest hours after Dunkirk or during the night long horrors of a continual Blitz, -

We must show the world that that same courageous determination can be a great power

to peaceful progress. In the post-war years we want to maintain the comradeship

and the unity built up in the air raid shelters and around the shattered homes of

cur towns and cities, and we want to show that unity not in words only but in action,

not only in the hearts and minds of our people but in the direction of our affairs

as well.

But it must be an active unity, the unity of an army marching fonward in step
and not the unity of the graveyard. At the political level we cannot afford to

purchase that unity at the price of inaction. We may have to condition our speed
of advance to that of our more slow footed colleagues but we must not compromise
in direction.

We cannot afford to stultify cur pawers in the face of the tremendous issues

national and international which will come before us for solution.

There is no form of Government worse than a timid and doubting coalition,

seeking safety in delay and inaction*

There has been no such timidity in our will to victory, and when cur gallant youn.

men and women come back from their war jobs, they will' I hope inspire a government

matched to their own progressive and adventurous mood, infused with their own power

and strong in the confidence of the victory they have won for us - such a government
could I believe lead us through the‘perilous and thrilling times of peacemaking and

of reconstruction without either disaster or disunity#

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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